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MEETING TOMORROW’S 
CHALLENGES 

A world in constant change 

The influence of the curvature 

Reclaiming the distance 
Sensor networking 

Securing army, navy, air force operations 

Utilizing effectors range 

Presentatör
Presentationsanteckningar
Securing Military Operations in a Changeable worldDetectionSensor to ShooterMy presentation highlights some aspects of the design of next generation sensor system as Force Multiplier with the aim of Securing Military Operations in a Changeable world.The purpose is to point out areas which are necessary to discuss without prejudice rather than giving definite opinions or answers.



 
NEW TYPES OF CONFLICTS AND THREATS 

• The threats of today are located in all domains.  

• Territorial protection and protecting economic zones. 

• Asymmetric conflicts and actions. 

• Threats continuously evolve, targets more difficult to 
detect (smaller, faster or slower and more lethal). 

• New advanced threats in the areas of jamming and 
cyber. 
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The illustrations show two examples of security hot spots.Baltic Security Region and South China Sea are important Security Regions indicating the high level need for Sensors, Surveillance and Command & ControlMost of today’s sensor systems was designed for a quite static cold war scenario. Looking forward we see both a probable wider scope and enhanced performance requirements for the (air) surveillance capability within C4ISR. Surveillance resources will be needed to counter smuggling, terrorism, survey international meetings and command rescue operations in connection with natural disasters and catastrophes. It should be noted that Civil Aviation Authorities less and less use Primary radars as sensors and thus cannot give any information of non-cooperative targets.
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Extension threat environment …New peace time flight activitiesFuture Military technology threats, smaller targets, new weapon systems with improved precision, jammed environment are drivers for sensor developmentThe primary task has been (and is) to maintain (Air) Sovereignty over own national territory during peace, crisis and war.Air threat becomes more lethal and more difficult to master, such as  stealth aircrafts, low flying cruise missiles, unmanned vehicles (UAV), tactical ballistic missiles (TBM) and this in a jammed situation. Information gathering will more and more be regarded as a common capability within the defence forces and the sensors will most probably distribute information to many users through networking. This will require flexible sensor and communication systems, but most certainly the overall cost will decrease and the capability increase. Tu-160 - bomberPak Fa T50 – Stealth fighterBrahmos – Up to Mach 7Iskander – TBM ~400 km range, 50 km altitudeKrasukha-4 – Jam AEW&C at 150-300 km, Low Earth orbit spy satellite, ground based radars, even permanent damage



RECLAIMING THE DISTANCE   

• Yesterday’s targets gave you time to react. 
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Target distance Target detection 



RECLAIMING THE DISTANCE   

• Yesterday’s targets gave you time to react. 
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• Today’s less visible targets do not 

 

Target distance 

Target detection 
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 Våra fina radarsensorer som med den senaste tekniken (GxA och Erieye ER) ser stealthmål på samma avstånd som vi tidigare såg stora mål, och dessutom guida LV-robot ända ut till robotens räckvidd även mot små mål.



RECLAIMING THE DISTANCE   
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• By using new and more powerful sensor technology 
you can reclaim the detection range and time to react 
also in jammed situations. 

 

Target distance Target detection 
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Lösning 1: Våra fina radarsensorer som med den senaste tekniken (GxA och Erieye ER) ser stealthmål på samma avstånd som vi tidigare såg stora mål, och dessutom guida LV-robot ända ut till robotens räckvidd även mot små mål.Most radar developed today is of AESA type. And that is for very good reasons. Adopting commercial technology, mainly from the telecom world, there is a cost advantage already now and it is expected to increase with time. Depending on the type of AESA the functionality will also increase drastically.2D AESA allows longer dwelling on the target in order to extract more informationRedundancy/graceful degradation of the antenna system implying that only preventive maintenance is needed for the antenna system. 2D AESA with many sub apertures makes it possible to highly improve ECCM performance in case of both side lobe and main lobe jamming.This slide shows the baseline of Saabs new 2D AESA Multifunctional Radar Systems developed for the future.



VOLUME SEARCH  
ROTATING 

 

VOLUME SEARCH 
NON-ROTATING 

 

HORIZONTAL SEARCH 
NON-ROTATING 

 

MULTI-FUNCTIONAL CAPABILITIES  
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Multi-functional capabilities Important features in future Radars to counter threat is the ability to adapt and optimize system performance depending on situation, threat and weapon engagement.Air SurveillanceAir Defence (GBAD including TBM)High mobility needed for incresed survivability and optimized deploymentECCM performanceQualified radars/passive sensors are strategically valuable assets and may provide information that is needed by broader user groups. This might lead to increased requirements on the individual sensors, but for modern AESA systems they are not very cost driving. Supporting other capabilities within the Armed Forces, such as the Air Defence forces or the Artillery forces. This would imply sensor mobility requirements in order to provide tactical flexibility in order to enhance sensor coverage given a specific situation limited in time and space (E.g High Value Asset protection). ��If the task includes tracking of rapidly maneuvering targets or to cue weapon systems the requirement on update rate will be higher than conventional air surveillance as also is the case if TBM are to be detected and tracked.Depending on the type of AESA the functionality will also increase drastically.2D AESA (scanning both in azimuth and elevation), makes it possible to sector scan giving either longer range or higher update rate (or both under certain conditions). This is a prerequisite when or if the task is to detect and track TBM.It also makes it possible to give different surveillance priorities in different directions. 



THE CURVATURE AND RADAR DETECTION 
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A need for a balanced Sensor set up with Ground Based Radars and AEW.Traditional targets like Aircrafts, ships, battletanks, UAV´s.Challenging targets like VLO (very low observal) Aircrafts, Cruise missiles and TBM´sGBAD effectiveness against TBM´s requires the balanced sensor setup.



AIRBORNE WIDE AREA SURVEILLANCE 

• Fighters on CAP (combat air patrol) - wears down the fleet 
‒ requires a huge fleet 
‒ limited surveillance capacity 
‒ puts high stress on supply chain 
‒ wears down the combat fleet in a relative short time. 
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En flygande spaningsradar som med stor uthållighet kan spana på låg höjdAnimation 0:One way is to use offensive resources such as fighters to extend the radar coverage in order to get more reaction time. To ensure a full coverage quite many fighters are needed and it can create a situation that the fighter are not combat ready due to less fuel. The reaction time is much increased but it’s a very ”costly” operation. 



AIRBORNE WIDE AREA SURVEILLANCE 

• Fighters on CAP - wears down the fleet 
‒ requires a huge fleet 
‒ limited Surveillance capacity 
‒ puts high stress on supply chain 
‒ wears down the combat fleet in a few weeks. 

 

• With an AEW&C – fighters are ready when needed 
‒ 24/7 coverage is achieved with a small fleet 
‒ provides complete surveillance 
‒ keeps fighters on base – fully ready. 
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�Animation 0:As an alternative to the previous example to get about the same extended reaction time an AEW&C can be used. The reaction time can still be around 25 minutes, but the majority of fighters can stand in ”red alert” on ground to be combat ready when it’s needed. This is a True Force Muliplier!



  
 

• New smart thinking:  
Swing-role air, maritime  
and land domain 

• New radar system:  
Erieye ER 

• New aircraft:  
Bombardier Global 6000 

GLOBALEYE  
NEW COMPLETE SOLUTION 
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Air, maritime and ground surveillance in a single solution.Additional sensors offers enhanced capability, for sea or ground surveillance.Can change role dynamically, while airborne during on-going missions.All tactical functions are simultaneously accessible from any operator workstationHigh degree of automatic system support for all tactical situations which means that the crew can rapidly adapt to the dynamics of a mission.New AESA S-band radar, with extremely high tracking update of targets of interestG 6’: Endurance 11+ hours, allows for all kind of missions, advanced cockpit technology 



50 100 150 200 NM 0 
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Man behöver också kunna verka med eget flyg, vilket gör att fiendens radartäckning behöver hanteras, såväl markbaserat LV som flygande spaningsradar.This pictures illustrates a possible scenario where a coastline is threatened by hostile air- and naval forces.The operational theatre is expected to be extremely complex where own air operations must be conducted well within coverage of hostile land- and shipbased SAMs as well as  Airborne Surveillance Radars using datalinks  to guide hostile fighters and attack aircraft.This can seriously limit the ability to operate our own forces efficiently.
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Passiva sensorer tvingar motståndaren att gå radartyst för att inte röja sig, men vi har ändå möjlighet att se deras datalänkar. Om vi stör deras STRIL så tvingar vi dem att sända vilket röjer demTo further enhance the situational awareness, passive sensors (land- aircraft- and/or shipbased) can be used to monitor hostile emissions and identify the type of platform and potential intent.Using a network of such sensors the position of the emitter can be estimated using triangulation.As passive sensors can pick up radar and communication emissions at very long ranges it can provide early warning about incoming raids.If the opponent wants to avoid detection, he needs to restrict the use of onboard active sensors, instead relying on remote guidance, severely limiting his effectiveness and autonomy.
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50 100 150 200 NM 0 
Electronic Order of 
Battle without EA 
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EA förmåga hos fighters undertrycker såväl LV som flygande spaningsradar och höjer effektiviteten på eget flyg betydligt. Force multiplier!  Denna bild visar utgångsläget utan störning.This picture again illustrates the complex scenario where the possibility to conduct efficient air operations is severely limited by hostile sensor and SAM-coverage.A game changer for this scenario is the use of aircraft dedicated for Electronic attack, as illustrated on my next slide. 
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50 100 150 200 NM 0 
Electronic Order of 
Battle with EA 
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Deny Enemy ISR, AEW, C2 and Long Range SAM.EA supports Air, Navy and Army OperationsEA provides enhanced Survivability for own forces and weapons.This is the same scenario with the addition of aircraft equipped for Electronic Attack.Using powerful jammer pods covering the frequency bands of hostile radars, a “blind” sector can be created in enemy radar coverage.The width of this blind sector depends on jammer output power and the efficiency of the jamming techniques used.Recent technical development of solid state amplifiers and AESA technology as well as DRFM-jamming techniques provides for quite dramatic reduction in efficient radar coverage. Reducing the radar coverage will affect the efficiency of the enemy’s ISR, AEW, C2 and Long Range SAM resources.Electronic Attack consequently enhances the survivability for own forces and weapons.A true force multiplier! 



 
ELECTRONIC ATTACK JAMMER POD 

• Electronic Attack capability 
supplementary to the onboard EW. 

• Wide frequency coverage 

‒ against airborne as well as ground-  
or ship based surveillance and 
acquisition radars. 

• Technology re-use from Gripen E 
development. 
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Saab is currently busy defining concepts for an Electronic Attack Jammer Pod that can be carried by Gripen. It will have frequency coverage and output power as required to be effective against airborne as well as ground- or shipbased surveillance and acquisition radars. It reuses the latest technology from the Gripen E onboard EW system.
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Ett sensornätverk som knyter samman informationen från såväl passiva som aktiva sensorer och därmed ger en robust lägesbild som utnyttjar all tillgänglig information från såväl mark-, luft och sjöbaserade sensorer.Multi Sensor Networking for Joint Forces CommandersExtend Control of the Battle SpaceMulti Sensor Networking and Early Warning gives you time to employ own forcesMilitary Cooperation, sharing of resources�Information gathering will more and more be regarded as a common capability within the defence forces and the sensors will most probably distribute information to many users through networking. This will require flexible sensor and communication systems, but most certainly the overall cost will decrease and the capability increase.



SENSOR SYSTEMS AS FORCE MULTIPLIERS  
CONCLUSIONS 

• Sensor capability through new sensor technologies to cope with stealth, 
small, fast and slow targets in a jammed environment. 

• Multi-function capabilities in all the assets. 

• Combined active and passive sensors. 

• Surveillance platforms in all domains  
increase effectiveness of offensive assets. 

• Availability of sensor information  
through common C4I solutions. 

• Mobility of sensor systems. 
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THANK YOU  
FOR LISTENING! 
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ENDPlease note that this document and the information contained herein is the property of Saab AB and must not be used, disclosed or altered without prior written consent.
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